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ABSTRACT

Face detection algorithms are used to detect the human in various industry fields. A typical face detection algorithm such as Haar Feature-based Cascade Classifier gives us an easier way to detect human face. It consists of several classifiers which contain complicated arithmetic operations. Several classifiers constitute the cascade which can detect each element of human face. The more cascades are contained in the algorithm to detect elements of human face, the more it takes a time to detect human face. The previous cascade hardly recognize real human, since previous cascade processes only one source from image source. In this paper, we present a new cascade method for human face detection which exploits several classifiers for data not only from image source but also various heterogeneous sensors. Cascades consist of various sensors based on tuple data type could be operated quickly. It provides more accuracy of real human face detection, reduces the number of classifier for high speed processing in real-time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In Internet of Things environment with wired/wireless sensor networks, efficient sensor data process are very significant for various useful data analysis [1]. Various sensors such as CCTVs, thermo-graphic camera and temperature sensors can be processed at the same time for more accuracy analysis. Those sensors notice different signal respectively. For example, CCTV notices image signal to detect face shape, thermo-graphic camera notices image signal to detect face temperature and gas sensor notices amount of gas in air. This heterogeneous sensors detect not only one sense but also various senses. Various sensors can enhance the accuracy of real human face detection in real-time environment.

Haar Feature-base Cascade is a useful algorithm in wide range of object detection application [2]. Cascading is a particular case of ensemble learning based on the concatenation of several classifiers, using all information collected from the output from a given classifier as additional information for the next classifier in the cascade [3]. In face detection field, classifier processes...
multimedia data from one source. A typical method is that first classifier detects the face shape, and then next classifiers can detect other shape such as eyes, mouth and nose in face shape. However, the more cascades are contained in that, the more it takes a time to finish. Consequentially, there is a trade-off between accuracy of result and processing speed. In this paper, we present a new cascade method for human face detection which exploits several cascades for data not only from image source but also various heterogeneous sensors. It provides more accuracy of real human face detection and reduces a number of classifier to high speed processing in real-time detecting. For this approach, we need to synchronize between each sensor, so that sensors data can be processed at the same time. Using this method, we can improve the accuracy of face detection.

The outline of our paper is as follows: In Section 2, we describe related works for introducing Haar Feature-base Cascade. And time synchronization method for various sensor. Then, in Section 3, we explain a new method using classifiers which process data from various sensors. Section 4 explains implementation of proposed method and shows its experimental results. Lastly Section 5 summarizes the conclusion of our research.

2. RELATED WORKS

Haar Feature-based Cascade is fast object detection algorithm [2] using Haar-like features and a cascade of classifiers. It has good detection rate depends on training data. And it calculates 2 frames data per second so that it can process in real-time. This algorithm consists of 4 stages. First stage is haar feature selection. Haar-like features can be made by calculating difference of the sum of pixels of areas inside rectangle. There are many haar features in a frame. This feature has too many operation to service in real-time. For this, it use second stage which has integral method to calculate quickly. And third stage is Adaboost training. Adaboost selects useful haar feature in total haar features using weight of each haar filter [4]. Each selected features can be trained data to classify true positive. Then, Adaboost can compose strong classifier which is consists of weak classifier. Last stage is to make cascading classifiers. These cascading classifiers is step by step method which is made by several weak classifiers. Firstly, top simple classifier judge the features whether it is true or false. If first classifier classify features as a true positive, it could be passed the next stage which consists of another weak classifiers. This method can reduce a lots of operation by using classifier cascading. Once, a classifier reject the features, it is regarded as false so that it cannot be passed next classifiers. All features pass the classifier cascading, it is targeted as an object.

There are various researches for processing sensor data from heterogeneous sensors[5-7]. Those sensors data are detected different elements respectively so that enhance the accuracy of detection result. This various elements can be used source of classifier cascade. For example, temperature sensor and weight sensor are a great help to detect real human.

Previous face detection approaches consider only multimedia source from a camera. Those methods have so many classifiers for high detection rate that it takes a great time. Our research goal is to enhance the true positive rate of detection using various sensors to reduce a number of classifiers.
3. Face Detecting Using Heterogeneous Sensors

In this section, we present a new architecture of face detection system using heterogeneous sensors for detecting real-human. Unlike typical face detecting systems, our system has additional classifiers to process various sensor data.

3.1 Key features

This system has several key features as follows:

1. It offers minimum number of cascades so that it reduce volume of operation. Typically, to enhance the true positive rate of detection, it would be a lot of cascades such as face cascade, eye cascade, nose cascade or mouth cascade. However, there is a trade-off between accuracy of result and processing speed. The more cascade are contained, the more it takes a time. our system select minimum number of cascades for high speed processing.

2. It offers time-stamp for processing the various sensors data at the same time. And those data come separately. Thus, it needs to synchronization for various sensors data. Our system set the time-stamp for synchronization.

3. It offers real-face detecting except picture, doll using feature of human. A surveillance system has to detect real human, this system can extract feature of human using sensor such as temperature sensor. Moreover, multiple source enable system to detect various sense not only vision but also touch sense, weight sense, heat sense and so on. It is helpful to detect objects exactly which we want. In a cascade step, it judges sensor data whether it is necessary or unnecessary by using several classifier. If it is considered as true positive, it is passed next phase of cascade from other sensors.

3.2 System Model

The overall operation of our system model as shown fig 1. Our system model consists of train phase, synchronization phase and cascading phase. This operations shall be explained bellows.
3.2.1 Training Phase

In training phase, there are two sections to make classifiers. First section is for training multimedia data from camera sensor in real time. Haar-like feature extraction and Adaboost make the classifier based on multimedia data. Second section is for extraction tuple from various sensors data except camera. Its section collects the sensors data and extracts tuple in real time. However, it is different time between each section yet. So it needs synchronization of time in next phase.

3.2.2 Synchronization Phase

In synchronization phase, it synchronizes the time between haar-like features and sensor tuples. Those sensors data are detected different elements respectively. Thus, it has different time stamp. To synchronize their time, sensor data set their time every frame-rate cycle so that it reduces volume of calculation. If its frame rate is 12 fps, other sensors data set their time every 12 frame. The time of Multimedia is standard-time. Figure 2 shows an example of this method.

![Figure 2. An example of synchronization method](image)

3.2.3 Cascading Phase

In cascade phase, it makes robust classifier which consists of week classifier. Its cascades is connected to one another. To detect face, face cascade is set on head stage. Then, other cascades are set on next stage. It is mandatory that prior cascade judges true feature before posterior cascades. If prior cascade judges false, it doesn’t pass the opportunity to next cascade. There are cascades made by Adaboost algorithm for multimedia sensor process. The rest of cascades are made by range detector for heterogeneous sensors. The cascade consists of various sensors data classifier as shown figure 3.
In this section, we shall show the implementation of our new system. We implement a face detection with a temperature data. There are six cases for this implementation. First is a real-human detecting with face cascade and no temperature cascade. Second case is the picture of human with face cascade and no temperature cascade. Third case is the picture of human with face cascade and temperature cascade. Fourth case is the real-human with face cascade, eyes cascade and no temperature cascade. Fifth case is a picture of human with face cascade, eyes cascade and no temperature cascade. The last case is a picture of human with face cascade, eyes cascade and temperature cascade. The implement cases of implementation as shown belows.

Table 1. Various cases of implement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Number</th>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>The number of Cascades</th>
<th>Additional Sensor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>Real face</td>
<td>1 (face)</td>
<td>No sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>Picture</td>
<td>1 (face)</td>
<td>No sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>Picture</td>
<td>1 (face)</td>
<td>Temperature sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>Real face</td>
<td>2 (face, eyes)</td>
<td>No sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>Picture</td>
<td>2 (face, eyes)</td>
<td>No sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 6</td>
<td>Picture</td>
<td>2 (face, eyes)</td>
<td>Temperature sensor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implement this system on 1 node which has Intel® core™ quad CPU Q6600 2.40 GHz processors and 8GB memory. The experimental results show that real human face-detecting system which has cascades from various sensors enhance the accuracy of detecting real human. Case 2 without temperature cascade detects the face. It is false positive. However, case 3 has no detection of face. It is true negative. Figure 5 shows the relation between the numbers of cascades and elapsed time. Case 4, 5 has eyes cascade additionally. Those case take a lot time to calculate than case 1, 2, 3. Because it contains many operation to extract haar feature since it contains eyes cascade. Case 2 is faster than case 3. It means that the more cascades are contained in that, the more it takes a time to detect. Because cascade based on multimedia data which contains many ‘for statement’, it can reduce the elapsed time by reducing cascade or using cascade form sensor data instead of multimedia data. Although case 6 contains eyes cascade, it processes the detection step faster than case 4 and 5. Because Temperature cascade does not pass the opportunity to eyes cascade. As a result, the composition consists of various cascades from heterogeneous sensors are the helpful to detect of real human-face.
6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a cascade method for human face detection in surveillance system which exploits several classifiers for data not only from image source but also various heterogeneous sensors. A typical face detection algorithm such as Haar Feature-based Cascade Classifier gives us an easier way to detect the face. However, it consists of several classifiers which contain complicated arithmetic operations so that it takes a great deal of time to achieve a result. And it is hard to recognize real human face in short time, since previous cascade processes only one image source. Our method can enhance an accuracy of face detection using heterogeneous sensors. It uses a cascade which consists of classifiers. Each classifier processes data from not only image source but also various sensors data. It provides more accuracy of real human face detection and reduces the number of classifiers for high speed processing in real-time detecting.
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